Camplus offers flexible and differentiated
accommodation solutions, even for short stays.
Through its three services - College, Apartments and
Guest - it offers accommodation solutions for every
need: merit colleges, residences and flats for
university students and holiday homes, residences
and guest houses for tourists and out-of-town
workers.

Camplus, with more than 8,000 beds in 13 Italian
cities and 1 Spanish city and more than 1,000 beds
to be opened soon, is a leader in property
management and in the design of 360° housing
solutions, with a particular vocation for university
student residences, and a pioneer in Italy in the field
of social housing. Whatever housing solution you
choose, Camplus is the reference point for
hospitality and completeness of services.

Camplus is active in Turin with a wide range of Colleges of
Merit, residences and flats located in strategic points of the
city, in order to meet the needs of students, young
professionals and travellers in a flexible manner.
A new residence with more than 300 places is scheduled to
start operating in September 2021 in the north-eastern part
of the city, for university students and young professionals,
and a further 500 rooms are planned in two residences to be
opened soon.
Camplus' well-established presence in the area has enabled it
to forge important relationships with Turin's universities, first
and foremost the Politecnico di Torino, with which it has
launched two important partnerships: those for the
management of the "Carlo Mollino" university residence and
the "Cesare Codegone" university residence.
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Born from the collaboration between Camplus and
the Polytechnic University of Turin, this smart
technology building in energy class A is equipped with
a fibre optic wi-fi network in all private and common
areas. You can choose between comfortable single
and double rooms. All the accommodation features
functional and high-quality furnishings. The residence
has 3 fully equipped common kitchens and numerous
shared areas including a refreshment room with
vending machines, several study rooms, the
recreation room with TV, billiards and table soccer,
laundry and bike parking. The large terrace on the
roof of the building completes the offer.

CONTACTS:
Via Paolo Borsellino 38/9
Tel. +39 011 19743600
residenza.codegone@camplus.it

144 Guests 132 Rooms
Reception

This high-tech residence with a focus on energy-saving
is the result of collaboration between Camplus and
the Polytechnic University of Turin. Divided into
single and double rooms with functional and quality
furnishings, it has plenty of study and leisure
environments to foster community life. These include
communal kitchens on each floor, lobby with
reception and dining area, relaxation room with TV,
conference room, study room, gym, laundry, equipped
outdoor areas, and enclosed and covered bike
parking. The pride of this residence is the 5-a-side
football field on the roof of the building. The rental
package includes all utilities.

CONTACTS:
Corso Peschiera, 90
Tel. +39 011 19752000
residenza.mollino@camplus.it

104 Guests

56 Rooms
Reception

The Camplus Palestro residence consists of different
types of accommodation, from one to threebedroom apartments, with the option to choose
between single and double rooms. All the rooms
feature fine finishes and refined internal boiserie
panelling. They are also particularly spacious and
bright, with designer furnishings and kitchens. The
same design is also found in the common areas
open to all residents: a study room, recreation
room, laundry room, fitness area and bike storage.
The rental package includes all utilities, to let you
enjoy apartment life to the full and hassle-free.

CONTATTI:
Via S. Ottavio, 46
Tel. +39 011 8395776
torino.apartments@camplus.it

72 Guests

48 Rooms

Camplus Bernini is the result of an expert restoration
carried out by a prestigious Turin-based studio. It is
located near the main campus of the Politecnico di
Torino, just 450 metres away, and close to the Torino
Porta Susa station, which is a 10-minute walk away, and
to the city centre, which is well connected by bus lines
in the immediate vicinity. The building covers an area of
7,000 square metres and can accommodate around
150 students in single and double rooms and over 70
short-term guests. Camplus Bernini also has a fully
equipped gymnasium, study rooms, tutor rooms, a
modular conference room, relaxation areas, an internal
courtyard and bicycle parking.

CONTACTS:
Corso Ferrucci, 12 bis-12 ter
Tel. +39 0116939393
torino.college@camplus.it
torino.guest@camplus.it

College of merit for university students with shortstay rooms.
Camplus offers to students the convenience of an
"all-inclusive" residential formula combined with the
"plus" of Camplus: a wide choice of training services
tailored to suit your passions and your studies.

The new residence Camplus Torino is located just a few
steps from the center and the Nuvola Lavazza, close to
the university campus of Campus Einaudi and IAAD.
Designed with a focus on sustainability, it consists of
single or double studios with kitchen (some with terrace),
clusters of single and double rooms, all with private
bathroom, kitchen and co-living space. The spacious and
bright common areas are the ideal setting for you to
focus on your studies and spend your free time living the
Camplus community to the full. Study rooms,
recreational and relaxing spaces, conference areas, a
gym, an outdoor courtyard with a Padel court, as well as
terraces and other areas of the residence where you can
have a moment of privacy, will help you make the most
of your stay in Turin. The hospitality formula includes all
utilities and Wi-Fi connection, community activities and
use of the gym.
CONTACTS:
Via Perugia, 45
Tel. +39 0116939393
torino.college@camplus.it

307 Guest

226 Rooms

Reception

Padel court

Camplus Apartments offers a wide range of furnished apartments, located either in
the city centre or close to key places of interest. The flexibility of the offer makes it
possible to respond to every need in terms of price, location and services, targeting
both students and young professionals. The apartments come in various forms, from
studio and one-bedroom apartments to multi-room shared apartments, with the
possibility to choose between a single or double room.

The Camplus Apartments team serves as the first and only reference when it comes
to finding and managing an apartment identifying the ideal accommodation at the
right price, drawing up the contract, completing the registration procedures, and,
most importantly, continuing to support the tenants during their entire stay, acting as
a fixed point of reference, able to respond to all needs and guarantee the tenant a
safe and worry-free experience in the apartment.

CONTACTS:
Via Sant’Ottavio, 46
Tel. +39 011 8395776
torino.apartments@camplus.it

